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Spatial Frequency Requirements and
Gaze Strategy in Visual-Only and
Audiovisual Speech Perception

Amanda H. Wilson,a,b Agnès Alsius,a Martin Paré,b and Kevin G. Munhalla,b

Purpose: The aim of this article is to examine the effects of
visual image degradation on performance and gaze behavior
in audiovisual and visual-only speech perception tasks.
Method: We presented vowel–consonant–vowel utterances
visually filtered at a range of frequencies in visual-only,
audiovisual congruent, and audiovisual incongruent
conditions (Experiment 1; N = 66). In Experiment 2 (N = 20),
participants performed a visual-only speech perception
task and in Experiment 3 (N = 20) an audiovisual task while
having their gaze behavior monitored using eye-tracking
equipment.
Results: In the visual-only condition, increasing image
resolution led to monotonic increases in performance, and

proficient speechreaders were more affected by the removal
of high spatial information than were poor speechreaders.
The McGurk effect also increased with increasing visual
resolution, although it was less affected by the removal of
high-frequency information. Observers tended to fixate on
the mouth more in visual-only perception, but gaze toward
the mouth did not correlate with accuracy of silent
speechreading or the magnitude of the McGurk effect.
Conclusions: The results suggest that individual differences
in silent speechreading and the McGurk effect are not
related. This conclusion is supported by differential influences
of high-resolution visual information on the 2 tasks and
differences in the pattern of gaze.

Understanding speech is a vital part of our daily
life for social, emotional, and informational
purposes. Although audition plays an important

role in perceiving speech information, vision is also an inte-
gral part of this process. People with profound hearing
impairment can use speechreading as the primary source
for understanding speech, and some talented speechreaders
are even capable of very high accuracy in the complete
absence of any auditory signal (Bernstein, Demorest, &
Tucker, 2000). People with normal hearing also experience
a benefit from vision when the auditory signal is degraded.
This can be seen in experiments demonstrating that the
intelligibility of speech presented in noisy environments
(speech-in-noise tasks) can be enhanced by presenting visual
cues of the corresponding articulation (Cotton, 1935; Erber,
1969; Middelweerd & Plomp, 1987; Neely, 1956; O’Neill,

1954; Sumby & Pollack, 1954). The influence of vision on
speech perception can also be observed when the acoustics
are not degraded, such as in the phenomenon known as
the McGurk effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). In
this effect, observers presented with conflicting auditory
and visual information (e.g., an auditory /aba/ and a
simultaneous visual /aga/), often perceive /aga/ or a sound
that is entirely different from either stimuli (e.g., /ada/ or
/atha/).

These examples highlight the importance of the visual
cues to speech processing, but exactly which characteristics
of the visual image influence speech perception remain to
be determined. Research conducted on the resolution require-
ments for the visual cues in speech perception have suggested
that, in general, fine facial detail is not critical for audio-
visual speech enhancement to be observed (Jordan & Sergeant,
1998, 2000; MacDonald, Andersen, & Bachmann, 2000;
Munhall, Kroos, Jozan, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2004; Neely,
1956; Rosenblum, Johnson, & Saldana, 1996).

Jordan and Sergeant (2000), for instance, manipu-
lated the distance between the perceiver and the talker and
showed that audiovisual speech recognition was still resilient
when the talker was viewed from 20 m (Jordan & Sergeant,
2000; Neely, 1956; Small & Infante, 1988; however, see
Erber, 1971). Another finding that suggests a crude visual
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signal may be sufficient for audiovisual speech integration
to occur is that of Paré, Richler, ten Hove, and Munhall
(2003). In one of their experiments, participants fixated on
different points of the talker’s face (mouth, eyes, hairline)
while being presented with McGurk stimuli. There was no
significant difference in the McGurk effect whether fixations
were on the mouth or eyes, and there was only a slight de-
cline when participants fixated on the hairline (from 77% at
the mouth to 65% at the hairline). In a second experiment,
the viewing angle was manipulated more substantially by
having participants fixate at 0°, 20°, 40°, and 60° from the
talker’s mouth. Even at viewing angles of 20° and 40°, partic-
ipants reported significant illusory percepts, although the
effect was reduced from that which occurred when partici-
pants fixated on the talker’s mouth. Consistent with these
results, a recent study has shown that the intelligibility of
speech presented in noise is not affected when participants
stare 10° from the mouth, and it is only slightly diminished
at 15° (Yi, Wong, & Eizenman, 2013). Altogether, these
findings suggest that high-acuity foveal vision may not be
necessary for much of the visual gain in speech tasks.

Similar trends are found when the spatial resolution
of the image is directly degraded using spatial quantiza-
tion and spatial frequency filtering. The spatial quantiza-
tion technique, which reduces the number of pixels in the
image, has been used in studies testing the McGurk effect
(MacDonald et al., 2000) as well as studies testing silent
consonant perception (Campbell & Massaro, 1997). These
have found that speechreading performance and the illu-
sory effect decrease monotonically as the coarseness of the
spatial quantization increases; however, both audiovisual
and speechreading performance appear to be quite robust
to stimulus degradation resulting from such artificial visual
manipulation.

The spatial frequency of an image is the rate of change
of contrast per spatial unit, and in general, higher frequen-
cies represent higher detailed information. By filtering out
certain frequencies, it is possible to determine what spatial
frequencies are necessary for visual speech perception.
Munhall et al. (2004) degraded the image of a talker by
applying low- and band-pass filters and showed that percep-
tion of speech in noise can be enhanced to a degree equiv-
alent to that produced by unfiltered images, even by an
image that contains only very low spatial frequencies (i.e.,
7.3 cycles/face [c/f ]). This suggests that high spatial frequency
information is not needed for speech perception.

One question that has not been addressed, however, is
whether spatial frequency filtering affects visual speech per-
ception in the same way that it affects audiovisual speech
perception. There are reasons to believe that visual and
audiovisual speech perception might use distinct visual pro-
cesses. First, the successful integration of audiovisual infor-
mation (as evidenced by the McGurk effect) is not related
to speechreading ability (Cienkowski & Carney, 2002; how-
ever, see Strand, Cooperman, Rowe, & Simenstad, 2014).
However, the relationship between silent speechreading per-
formance and audiovisual speech perception in noise may
show a different pattern than exhibited by the McGurk

effect; with sentence material, significant positive correla-
tions with speechreading have been reported (MacLeod
& Summerfield, 1987). Second, research has shown that
speechreading produces different gaze patterns than audio-
visual speech (Lansing & McConkie, 2003), again providing
evidence for the existence of apparently distinct visual
mechanisms. The present study examines the point at which
high spatial frequency information becomes redundant (i.e.,
does not add any significant benefit in performance) for
an audiovisual McGurk task and a silent speechreading task.

Another question that has not been addressed is whether
degrading the visual image affects eye movements during
speech perception. Only a handful of studies have monitored
how perceivers gather visual speech information by tracking
eye movements (e.g., Buchan & Munhall, 2012; Buchan,
Paré, & Munhall, 2007, 2008; Everdell, Marsh, Yurick,
Munhall, & Paré, 2007; Lansing & McConkie, 1999, 2003;
Paré et al., 2003; Vatikiotis-Bateson, Eigsti, Yano, &
Munhall, 1998; Yi et al., 2013). One study, examining fixa-
tions during a speech-in-noise task using extended mono-
logues (Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 1998), found that people
tend to alternate fixations between the eyes and the mouth
of the talker. The proportion of mouth fixations increased
from approximately 35% with no noise present to approxi-
mately 55% at the highest noise level with a corresponding
decrease in eye fixations (see also Buchan, Paré, & Munhall,
2005, and Yi et al., 2013, for consistent results showing
an increased number and longer fixations on the nose and
mouth in the presence of noise). Lansing and McConkie
(2003) carried out another study monitoring gaze, this time
with a sentence identification task in two modalities:
audiovisual and visual-only. They found that participants
tended to look toward the mouth more during the visual-
only condition, and they suggested that this was due to
the difficulty of the speech perception task. They propose
that people fixate on the mouth when they require more
visual speech information. However, it was surprising that
they did not find a correlation between speechreading accu-
racy and the proportion of gaze time directed at the mouth.
In a study monitoring eye gaze during a McGurk task, Paré
et al. (2003) again found that gaze was often directed to
the mouth and the eyes and that gaze fixations could not
predict the likelihood of perceiving the McGurk effect, in
vowel–consonant–vowel (VCV) utterances (e.g., /ada/).

In summary, studies monitoring gaze behavior sug-
gest that fixations tend to cluster primarily on the mouth
and eyes of the talker and that gaze varies depending on
the type of task (Lansing & McConkie, 1999), the degree of
auditory information available (Lansing & McConkie,
2003; Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 1998), and the point in time
in the trial at which gaze is measured (see Lansing &
McConkie, 2003; Paré et al., 2003). However, it is not clear
if gaze behavior during audiovisual speech perception varies
depending on the resolution of the image. If gaze patterns
differ as a function of the image resolution, then drops in
speech intelligibility in visually degraded conditions could
be attributed to a loss of visual detail, a change in gaze
behavior, or both.
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In this research, we conducted three studies to exam-
ine the effects of low-pass spatial frequency filtering on per-
formance and gaze behavior using the McGurk effect and a
visual-only speech perception task. In the first experiment, a
low-pass filtering technique was used to filter images of VCV
utterances, which were presented in an audiovisual condition
and a visual-only condition. In the second set of experiments,
participants performed the visual-only task (Experiment 2)
and the audiovisual task (Experiment 3) while having their
gaze behavior monitored using eye-tracking equipment.

The studies contribute to our understanding of audio-
visual communication in conditions that have significant
clinical importance. It is surprising how little we know about
individuals with reduced vision who nonetheless depend on
the visual modality to augment speech perception. When in-
dividuals have central scotomas, peripheral vision is sufficient
for audiovisual speech perception (Wilson, Wilson, ten
Hove, Paré, & Munhall, 2008). Legault, Gagné, Rhoualem,
and Anderson-Gosselin (2010), using a simulated decrease
in visual acuity, showed that quite reduced acuity still pro-
vided significant visual enhancement in both young and
older individuals. However, it is important to understand
how audiovisual integration occurs in various visual con-
ditions and how information-gathering routines could
contribute to multisensory processing. Dickinson and Taylor
(2011) explored the effect of mild degrees of visual impair-
ment (i.e., reduced contrast sensitivity) on audiovisual
speech perception using sentences masked with noise. They
found that, although performance was overall resilient to
all levels of visual degradation, audiovisual speech intelli-
gibility fell significantly with even minimal loss of contrast
sensitivity.

By studying both visual- and auditory-only processing
as well as how the two modalities are combined at various
visual resolutions, we can see how individuals vary their gaze
and their performance in response to these challenges.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants

Sixty-six adults were tested (55 women, 11 men,
M age = 21.45 years, SD = 5.14). All participants were
fluent speakers of English with no known hearing, speech,
or language disorders and normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of eight VCV utterances (/aba/,

/ada/, /aga/, /ava/, /a!a/, /ala/, /aʒa/, /aɹa/) spoken by a
native English speaker and recorded full-face on digital
videotape. The consonants were selected to represent a
good sample of the visually distinct consonants (visemes) of
English (Jackson, 1988).

The video recording was transferred to a computer
as image sequences, converted to gray scale, and low-pass
filtered using a second-order Butterworth filter, designed to
achieve an attenuation of 3 dB (half power) at the desired

cutoff frequency. The following frequency cutoffs (FCs)
were used to create seven sets of VCVs: 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0,
12.1, 14.1, and 16.1 horizontal c/f along with the unfiltered
condition, which averaged 228 c/f (see Figure 1).1

The original gray scale image sequences and each of
the filtered image sequences were recorded to DVD along
with the original audio track. All the auditory clips were
band-pass filtered using Praat digital signal processing soft-
ware (Boersma & Weenink, 2004) with cutoff frequencies
of 75 and 10000 Hz. The filters removed high- and low-
frequency noise from the recordings. The stimuli were pre-
sented in two modalities: visual-only and audiovisual. In
the visual-only modality, the utterances were presented with
no sound. In the audiovisual modality, the same utterances
were presented in congruent and incongruent forms. In the
congruent form, the auditory stimulus matched the visual
consonants. In the incongruent form, an auditory /aba/ was
dubbed onto each of the visual utterances, maintaining the
timing with the visual stimulus of the original sound track.
This editing was done using a custom program in MATLAB
(The Mathworks, Inc.).

Equipment
Participants were tested in a single-walled sound isola-

tion booth (Eckel Model C-17). They were seated at a table
with their head positioned in a chin rest with their eyes
approximately 57 cm from a 20-in. video monitor (JVC Model
TM-H1950G). The stimuli were played with a Pioneer
DVD Player, Model V7400, with a resolution of 720 !
480 pixels. The auditory signal was amplified (InterM R300
reference amplifier) and played through speakers (Paradigm
Reference Studio 20) located on each side of the screen.
The DVD trials were controlled by custom software, which
also recorded the participants’ responses. Responses were
made on a keyboard with nine possible key responses: one
for each consonant, plus a key labeled other that was used
if they heard something different from the responses provided;
chance performance thus being 0.11.

Figure 1. Reproduction of the stimuli used in the study. The images
of the talker were filtered with a frequency cutoff of 4.0 (A), 6.0 (B), 8.0
(C), 10.0 (D), 12.1 (E), 14.1 (F), and 16.1 (G) cycles/face, together with
an unfiltered image (H).

1Because the video pixels had a 10/11 vertical to horizontal ratio, the
vertical FC are slightly higher in c/f.
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Design
Each participant completed two tasks: a visual-only

and an audiovisual task. The tasks were tested in separate
blocks, and the order of tasks was counterbalanced across
participants. There were a total of 64 distinct video clips,
created from the eight tokens, and filtered with eight differ-
ent FCs (unfiltered video and seven low-pass conditions).
For the visual-only task, each of these distinct video clips
was played three times for a total of 192 trials. The order of
the trials was randomized for each participant within each
block.

In the audiovisual task, the congruent stimuli con-
sisted of 64 video clips: eight matched consonants in each
of the eight filtered conditions. The incongruent stimuli
consisted of 56 video clips: seven consonants (visual /aba/
was excluded) played with a simultaneous auditory /aba/ in
each of the eight filtered conditions. These incongruent
trials were expected to produce some form of the McGurk
effect in which the visual stimulus changed the auditory
perception. That is, the McGurk effect was defined here
as categorical change in auditory perception induced by
incongruent visual speech, resulting in a single percept
of hearing something other than what the voice is saying
(see McGurk & MacDonald, 1976; Munhall, Gribble,
Sacco, & Ward, 1996; Paré et al., 2003; Tiippana, 2014).
Again, the video clips were played three times in each
condition, for a total of 360 trials: (64 + 56) ! 3. The trials
were broken up into two blocks in order to provide partici-
pants with a break. The first block contained 240 trials, and
the second contained 120.

Procedure
Participants were instructed to watch the screen dur-

ing the video clip and to press the key corresponding to the
consonant they had heard (in the audiovisual condition)
or seen (in the visual-only condition). Participants were told
that their response would trigger the next stimulus presen-
tation. The auditory stimuli were played at approximately
70 dB sound pressure level (A-weighting).

Data Analysis
Performance in the audiovisual and visual-only tasks

was reported as a proportion of correct responses (auditory
and visual, respectively) as a function of FC. The effects
of FC on stimulus type (consonant) were assessed by con-
ducting repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs).
The Greenhouse–Geisser method of adjusted degrees of
freedom was to correct for any biases due to violations of
the assumption of sphericity.

Proportion values across participants were also fit
with a Weibull function of the form W(FC ) = ! ! (! ! ") !
exp[!(FC/#)$] with threshold (#) and slope ($) as free pa-
rameters and the initial (!) and end (") limits set to chance
(1/9) and to the mean proportion of correct responses in
the unfiltered condition; the reciprocal of this function was
used to fit the audiovisual McGurk task data. The spatial
frequency at which the proportion of correct responses
reached an asymptote was defined as the value at which

the 95th percentile of the end limit of the function was
reached.

Results
Audiovisually Congruent Condition

Performance was high across all levels of the audio-
visually congruent condition regardless of FC and consonant
—that is, the mean proportion of correct responses never
dropped below 0.93 for any consonant at any FC. A within-
subject 8 ! 8 (FC ! Consonant) ANOVA revealed no
significant interaction and no significant main effects of con-
sonant; however, a significant main effect of FC was found,
F(5.52, 385.59) = 2.41, p = .03. None of the post hoc con-
trasts reached significance when corrected for multiple
comparisons (Holm–Bonferroni method). Because the
mean of correct responses was at ceiling in all FC (4.0 =
.98, 6.0 = .99, 8.0 = .98, 10.0 = .98, 12.1 = .99, 14.1 = .99,
16.1 = .98, unfiltered = .99) and the effect size for this
contrast is small (%2 = .02), we believe it is explained by
the low variability in some FCs.

Audiovisually Incongruent Condition
In general, performance in the incongruent condition

varied as a function of the FC with less accurate perception
of the auditory consonant /aba/ (stronger McGurk effect) at
the higher FC and unfiltered condition (see Figure 2A). This
pattern is evident for each of the individual consonants with
a single exception, /aɹa/ (see Figure 2B and confusion matri-
ces in the online supplemental materials, Supplemental
Figure 1). The deviance of /aɹa/ may be explained by the
fact that the temporal characteristics of the visual and audi-
tory stimuli were too different to permit audiovisual inte-
gration or the lip rounding for the /ɹ/ was visually similar to
/b/. For different reasons, both of these factors would lead
participants to simply hear the auditory stimuli /aba/ (i.e.,
no McGurk effect). Because this stimulus was apparently
processed differently than the others, we excluded it from
further analyses. The 8 ! 6 (FC ! Consonant, excluding /aba/
and /aɹa/) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
FC, F(3.30, 211.28) = 284.24, p < .001, and a significant inter-
action FC ! Consonant, F(20.9, 1,337.395) = 5.89, p < .001.
As can be seen in Figure 2B, the proportion of correct reports
of the auditory consonant are much more spread out in the
highest FCs than they are in the low spatial FCs. In partic-
ular, /ada/, /ava/, /a&a/—the visual utterances that influence
the auditory signal less at lower FCs—are the ones that
show the highest increase of the illusory percepts at high
FCs. For other utterances (i.e., /aga/, /ala/, /aʒa/), the visual
information found in the highest frequency range of the
image does not seem to influence the magnitude of the
illusion. The main effect of consonant was not significant.
When /aɹa/ was included in the analyses, the main effect of
consonant was significant, F(3.33, 213.34) = 133.56, p < .001.
The best-fit function (R2 = .50) of the proportion of correct
reports of the auditory consonant as a function of FC reached
an asymptote at 11.6 c /f (see Figure 2A), suggesting that
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high spatial frequency information does not significantly
alter audiovisual speech processing.

Audiovisually Congruent and Incongruent Conditions Contrasted
Eight paired-sample t tests were conducted to compare

performance (averaged across consonants) in the congruent
trials for each FC to the performance in the incongruent
condition on the same FC. Familywise error rate across
these tests was controlled by using Holm–Bonferroni correc-
tion. The t tests showed significant differences between the
average performance in the congruent condition and the per-
formance in the incongruent condition at each of the FCs
(all ps < .001). This indicates that even at the lowest FC
(4.0 c/f), the visual stimulus is having an influence on speech
perception. This influence was most likely interference from
the incongruent condition, although an increase in intelligi-
bility for the congruent condition cannot be eliminated
without an auditory-only condition, which our design did
not include.

Visual-Only Condition
In the visual-only condition, there was a strong up-

ward trend for consonant identification accuracy across
the increasing FCs. This pattern can be seen in Figure 2,
which depicts speechreading performance as a function of

FC averaged across consonants (Figure 2C) and for each
consonant individually (Figure 2D). The breakdown of data
into consonants reveals that the individual patterns of dif-
ferent consonants varied considerably. In fact, the main effect
of consonant was significant, F(5.85, 380.28) = 167.36,
p < .001, as was the main effect of FC, F(5.27, 342.24) =
370.35, p < .001. The interaction Consonant ! FC was also
significant, F(36.51, 2,373.20) = 22.97, p < .001, indicating
that the pattern for each consonant identification varied as
a function of FC.

The best-fit function (R2 = .69) of the proportion of
visually correct responses as a function of FC reached an
asymptote at 18.3 c/f (see Figure 2C). This suggests that, on
average, speechreading is more greatly influenced from
higher visual resolution than audiovisual speech processing;
from 12 c/f and beyond, the proportion correct in speech-
reading changes by 0.236, ANOVA: F(3, 260) = 27.03,
p < .001, whereas it changes only by 0.066 for audiovisual,
ANOVA: F(3, 260) = 0.86, p = .46.

Speechreading Ability
We tested how individual differences in speechreading

were reflected across spatial frequency by correlating the
mean proportion of correct responses in the unfiltered visual-
only condition (the most natural condition indexing speech-
reading ability) with the mean proportion of correct responses

Figure 2. Mean (± SE ) proportion of auditory correct responses as a function of frequency cutoff for incongruent
audiovisual stimuli averaged across consonants (A) and for each individual consonant (B) in Experiment 1. Mean (± SE )
proportion of visual correct responses as a function of frequency cutoff in the visual-only task averaged across
consonants (C) and for each individual consonant (D) in Experiment 1. Dashed line in Panels A and C indicates the best-
fit function (see text for details). Solid symbol corresponds to the unfiltered condition (228 cycles/face).
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in each of the filtered conditions. Spearman correlations
were found to be significant for all FCs except for 4 c/f (4 c/f:
r = .05, p = .66; 6 c/f: r = .29, p = .018; 8 c/f: r = .32, p = .009;
10 c/f: r = .40, p < .001; 12.1 c/f: r = .46, p < .001; 14.1 c/f:
r = .52, p < .001; 16.1 c/f: r = .56, p < .001). These results
suggest that good speechreaders extract more information
from visual speech even at low visual resolution (i.e., 6 c/f ).

Speechreading ability ranged from 0.38 to 0.92 and
was found not to follow a unimodal distribution (dip test2;
D = 0.0682, p = .017) with a first mode at a correct response
proportion of 0.58 and a second at 0.71 (see Figure 3). To
explore the frequency range that contributes the most to
speechreading ability, we contrasted the performance of
the best and worst participants. The worst speechreaders
(n = 18) were taken as those with a proportion of correct
responses < 0.6 in the unfiltered condition, which encom-
passed the first mode and its lower tail. The best speech-
readers (n = 12) were taken as those with a proportion of
correct responses > 0.8—that is, the upper tail of the second
mode of the distribution. The difference in performance
between the two groups was highly significant (0.86 ± 0.01 vs.
0.53 ± 0.02; t test, t = 16.52, p < .0001). A 2 ! 8 split-
plot ANOVA with speechreading ability as a between-
participants factor (best and worst speechreaders) and FC
as a within-participant factor revealed a main effect of FC,
F(3.99, 111.71) = 159.97, p < .001, a main effect of speech-
reading ability, F(1, 28) = 22.64, p < .001, and significant
interaction, F(3.99, 111.717) = 10.75, p < .001. Multiple
independent samples t tests of performance of the two
groups, corrected for multiple comparisons with the Holm–
Bonferroni method, revealed that the best speechreaders
did significantly better than the worst speechreaders at
FCs >10 c/f (12.1 c/f: t = 3.14, p = .004; 14.1 c/f: t = 3.64,
p = .0011; 16.1 c/f: t = 3.47, p = .0017). These results suggest
that poor speechreaders gain significantly less from increasing
spatial frequency information than do skilled speechreaders.3

Speechreading Ability and the McGurk Effect
Individual differences in performance were compared

across modalities by computing correlations of the mean
proportion of correct responses in the unfiltered visual-only
condition to the mean proportion of identifications of /aba/
in the unfiltered incongruent audiovisual condition (McGurk
effect). A Pearson product–moment correlation revealed a
nonsignificant correlation coefficient of .104 (p = .40). The
correlations at the other FC were also nonsignificant.

Discussion
The proportion of correct reports of the auditory con-

sonant in the McGurk condition showed a downward trend
across increasing visual resolution, but the psychometric
function reached an asymptote at 11.7 c/f, showing the robust-
ness of audiovisual speech processing to spatial frequency
filtering. The general finding that lower FCs led to a decrease
in altered percepts is consistent with previous research,
showing a reduction of the McGurk effect with viewing dis-
tances of 20 m and above (Jordan & Sergeant, 2000) with
eccentric viewing angles > 10°–20° (Paré et al., 2003) and
with the image quantized below 29 pixels/face (MacDonald
et al., 2000; Campbell & Massaro, 1997, found a decrease
in speechreading performance for quantization below
16 pixels/face). The finding that high-resolution informa-
tion is redundant for audiovisual speech perception is also
consistent with Munhall et al. (2004), who found that per-
formance in a speech-in-noise task reaches asymptote with
low-pass filtered images with a FC of 7.3 c/f and above
(although see Dickinson & Taylor, 2011). However, it is
worth noting that in the current study the asymptote oc-
curred at a higher FC (11.7 c/f and above). Two critical dif-
ferences between Munhall et al. (2004) and the current
study may explain the different outcomes. First, the stimuli
were of different nature—that is, whereas Munhall et al.
involved the perception of audiovisual sentences presented
in noise, the present study required the performance of a
closed-set identification task (i.e., syllable categorization).
It is therefore possible that the distinctive features that
allow participants to identify (or distinguish between) syllables

2A dip test is a nonparametric test of bimodality in single-variate data
(Hartigan & Hartigan, 1985).
3Further analyses revealed that the size and pattern of the difference
between the highest and lowest skilled groups varied as a function of
consonant. For instance, for the consonant /ɑ!ɑ/, the high and low
skill groups cluster very closely across all the FC. For the consonant
/ɑɹɑ/, the two groups are very distinct both at low and high FC. For
the consonant /ɑgɑ/, the two groups cluster closely for the lower FC,
but deviate from each other substantially in the highest FC.

Figure 3. Speechreading performance of participants as a function
of frequency cutoff and of their speechreading ability assessed from
performance in the unfiltered condition (228 cycles/face; histogram)
in Experiment 1. Mean (± SE ) proportion of visual correct responses
(averaged across consonants) of the participants with the best
speechreading ability (open) is contrasted with that of the participants
with the worst speechreading ability (dark) along with the best-fit
function of the performance across all participants (see Figure 2C).
The best-fit Weibull function with limits set to chance and the
mean of unfiltered data saturated at 22.2 cycles/face for the best
speechreaders (R2 = .76) and at 15.4 cycles/face for the worst
(R2 = .60). *Statistically significant (p < .01) difference between the
two groups.
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can only be extracted at higher spatial frequencies, or
that context allows performance to reach asymptote for
sentences at lower spatial frequencies. Second, the two exper-
iments have different talkers as stimuli, and the clarity of
speech of the two talkers’ articulation may differ. It is well
known that the visual and auditory characteristics of the
talker can have a substantial impact on how the signal is
processed by the observer (Bernstein et al., 2000; Cienkowski
& Carney, 2002; Demorest & Bernstein, 1992; Jiang &
Bernstein, 2011; Paré et al., 2003). It is thus possible that
the talker in Munhall et al. articulated more clearly than
the one here, thus allowing the extraction of visual cues at a
lower visual resolution.

A comparison of the audiovisual and visual-only data
suggests that the two modalities led to different perceptual
patterns at high spatial frequencies—that is, whereas in-
formation above 11.7 c/f appeared to be redundant in the
audiovisual modality, the asymptote in the visual-only mo-
dality was reached at 18.3 c/f. Thus, higher spatial frequency
information seems to be less important for audiovisual
speech processing than for speechreading, a finding consis-
tent with previous literature indicating that higher detail
information is required for visual-only more than for audio-
visual speech stimuli (Lansing & McConkie, 2003; Munhall
& Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2004). A potential explanation for
this effect is that, when present, auditory information pro-
vides complementary cues to that provided by the higher
visual frequency information. Abel, Barbosa, Black, Mayer,
and Vatikiotis-Bateson (2011) found that subtle visual infor-
mation for some manners of articulation or for voicing of
phonemes belonging to the same viseme group (/p/, /b/, /m/)
can indeed be observed when analyzing the facial kinematics
of the talker’s orofacial motion in an unfiltered setting. It
is thus possible that such subtle visual cues—present in the
high-frequency range of the image—are available but not used
by most perceivers because they provide information that
is redundant to that gathered through the auditory signal.

However, before interpretations of these differences
can be considered, it is important to note that comparisons
between the two modalities are tempered by the fact that
the two modalities are scored in slightly different ways. The
performance in the speechreading task is represented by
the choice of a certain response (the consonant for that trial)
whereas the McGurk effect is represented by the absence
of a certain response choice (not /b/). This means that there
are far more choices that indicate perception of the McGurk
effect than there are that indicate speechreading accuracy.
To explore if the manner in which the conditions are scored
might be influencing the observed data patterns, two conso-
nants were examined individually: /th/ (from /a!a/) and /v/
(from /ava/). These consonants were chosen because par-
ticipants responded consistently to the visual component of
the stimuli in the unfiltered incongruent condition. In this
analysis, the visual consonants /th/ and /v/ in the incongruent
condition were scored in such a way that a response was
considered correct if the participant chose /th/ or /v/ (respec-
tively) as their response. When scoring /th/ with this new
method, we observed a pattern that is much closer to that

of the visual-only modality and different greatly from the
pattern observed with the “non-/b/” scoring. It is interesting
to note that the patterns for the consonant /v/ are remark-
ably different from those of /th/. Unlike /th/, the proportion
of /v/ responses in the audiovisual condition was generally
lower than that of the visual /v/ performance. The patterns
for /v/ bring to question if we can simply dismiss the differ-
ences observed between the audiovisual and visual-only
modalities as an artifact of the different scoring methods.
It is, however, impossible to reach any conclusions without
analyzing the other consonants as well. It is unfortunate
that it is not possible to use a similar representation for the
majority of the consonants because most consonants elicit
a variety of responses from participants. Further research
will be needed to confirm the source of the differences be-
tween the two modalities.

In the visual-only condition, performance for all con-
sonants improved with increasing FCs (i.e., visual resolu-
tion), but the change in improvement varied considerably
between consonants. Several reasons may explain the large
variability between consonants in the visual-only condition.
First, the differences between consonants might in part
reflect variations in the absolute ease of their recognition.
In other words, consonants that are easier to distinguish
in unfiltered speechreading might tend to be more easily
perceived at the lower filter levels, reaching ceiling at a lower
FC (e.g., /v/). Second, the differences may have occurred be-
cause of the combination of consonants in the set. Certain
pairs of consonants within the set used in this study are more
easily confused. If two consonants were easily confused (e.g.,
/d/ and /g/), it would result in a lower overall accuracy for
both consonants as compared with the other consonants in
the set. This analysis, however, is beyond the scope of the
present publication, and it will be left to future investigation.
A third reason for the differences in the patterns of different
consonants is that the consonants vary in terms of what
features distinguish them (Campbell & Massaro, 1997),
and some of these features might be more resilient to FCs
than others. Because these visual features are dependent on
the characteristics of the talker, however, this hypothesis
cannot be tested without a larger sample of talkers.

This study has also addressed the topic of speechread-
ing ability. There is tremendous variety in individual speech-
reading ability, and the basis for this variance is a source
of debate (Bernstein et al., 2000; MacLeod & Summerfield,
1990; Rönnberg, 1995; Rönnberg, Arlinger, Lyxell, &
Kinnefors, 1989; Summerfield, 1992). Our results show that
variance in speechreading ability can be accounted for, in
part, by the extent to which people benefit from high-frequency
spatial information. It is not clear, however, what enables
the better speechreaders to benefit from the higher spatial
frequency. One possibility is that better speechreaders have
an underlying visual processing ability that enables them
to extract more information from the visual image (Auer &
Bernstein, 1997; Feld & Sommers, 2009; Gagné, Charbonneau,
& Leroux, 2011). Another possibility is that the ability to
use spatial frequency is the result of a different speechreading
strategy. For instance, it may be that participants who are
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better speechreaders tend to focus their attention on an area
of the face that benefits more from the high definition pro-
vided by high spatial frequencies, a question that we address
in Experiments 2 and 3.

Another finding related to the speechreading proficiency
sheds new light on the controversy regarding the relationship
between speechreading performance and audiovisual speech
perception. We found no correlation between speechreading
ability and the McGurk effect, a finding that is consistent
with that of Cienkowski and Carney (2002) and Munhall
and Vatikiotis-Bateson (2004), who found no correlation
between the McGurk illusion and sentence speechreading.
Our results are also consistent with that of Strand et al.
(2014) who used VCV utterances and found no correlations
between the ability to speechread consonants and the magni-
tude of McGurk effect. It is important to note, however,
that Strand et al. did find moderate correlations when quan-
tifying speechreading ability using a broader measurement
(i.e., the ability to identify the point of articulation of the
utterance).

Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to determine how infor-

mation is gathered from a talker’s face during silent speech
perception in conditions of poor visual resolution. Further-
more, we explored the relationship between gaze and per-
formance by examining the individual speechreading ability
of each participant and their gaze fixations toward the mouth.
To do so, we monitored gaze behavior as participants
performed the visual-only task from Experiment 1.

Method
Participants

Twenty native English speakers participated in Experi-
ment 2 (16 women, four men; M age = 22.3 years; SD = 7.5).
The participants had no known hearing, speech, or lan-
guage disorders and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. The first 10 participants had previously participated
in Experiment 1.4

Eye-Tracking Equipment
Gaze position was recorded with the EyeLink-II sys-

tem (SR Research Ltd.). Gaze position was measured

with a sampling rate of 500 Hz and with an average error
of less than 0.5° of visual angle. A calibration and valida-
tion procedure was used, using nine points that were located
in the center of the screen and spaced equidistantly in three
rows around the periphery (73 pixels from the side of the
screen, 60 pixels from the bottom of the screen, and 52 from
the top of the screen). If there was a discrepancy between
the calibration and validation of more than 1.5° for any
point or an average discrepancy of more than 1.0°, the cali-
bration procedure was repeated. A drift correction was
performed between trials with a maximum acceptable error
of 1.5°.

Design
Each of the 64 original stimuli (eight CVCs filtered at

eight levels) was played three times for a total of 192 trials.
The 192 trials were divided into two blocks in order to pro-
vide participants with a break if needed. Within each block,
the trials were played in a random order.

Procedure
Participants were fitted with the Eyelink-II headband,

the cameras were adjusted and focused, and participants
performed a nine-point calibration and validation procedure.
The 10 participants who had participated in Experiment 1
were already familiar with the procedure. They were told
they would be performing the same task as the visual-only
section of the first experiment and were refreshed on the
possible consonants they would be seeing. The 10 participants
who had not been in a previous study were shown eight prac-
tice clips in which they saw the unfiltered congruent clips
of each consonant. They were then told that they would be
asked to perform a silent speechreading task in which they
would make a key press to identify the consonant they had
seen. Participants were told that their response would trigger
the next stimulus presentation.

Gaze Analysis
To analyze gaze position with respect to points on the

talker’s face in the video, three regions of interest (ROIs)
were defined, on the basis of frame-by-frame coding of all
stimuli (see Figure 4; also see Buchan et al., 2007, for simi-
lar ROIs). The first ROI, corresponding to the right eye
plus the left eye, consisted of ellipses centered on each pupil
with a horizontal radius of 70 pixels and a vertical radius of
50 pixels (3.91° ! 3.14° of visual angle). The second ROI,
corresponding to the nose region, consisted of an equilateral
triangle. The two bottom corners of the triangle were located
15 pixels horizontally out from each nostril (total 2.8° of
visual angle), and the upper corner was determined on the
basis of the equation of an equilateral triangle (2.5°). The
third ROI, corresponding to the mouth, consisted of an
ellipse, which was calculated to pass through the following
four points: the left and right corners of the mouth with
five pixels added horizontally and the upper and lower edges
of the mouth with five pixels added vertically. The eyes and
nose ROIs remained constant in size across the frames;

4To check for differences in the effect of spatial frequency filtering on
participant groups, the data from the two groups of participants (i.e.,
naïve, previously trained) was analyzed using 2 ! 8 (Group ! FC)
mixed ANOVA for each region of interest (ROI) to test for any Group !
Filter interactions. The main effects of group were not significant, eye:
F(1, 18) = 0.276, p = .11; nose: F(1, 18) = 0.11, p = .74; mouth: F(1, 18) =
0.56, p = .46, and neither were the Group ! FC interactions in the eye,
F(1.55, 27.9) = 1.07, p = .34, and nose ROIs, F(2.62, 47.21) = .91,
p = .43. The Group ! FC interaction in the mouth ROI did not reach
significance, F(2.36, 42.46) = 3.01, p = .052. The two groups were also
compared in terms of their speechreading performance. Neither the
main effects of group or the Group ! FC interactions were significant,
F(1, 18) = 0.36, p = .56; F(3.7, 66.3) = 1.62, p = .18.
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however, the mouth ROI varied in size as the talker opened
and closed his mouth throughout speech.

In addition, to ensure that any additional fixations
were primarily falling within the face region, an ellipse was
defined that encircled the face. The ellipse was centered on
the two nostrils and extended 224 pixels horizontally and
320 pixels vertically (12.46° ! 19.90°).

Results
Speechreading Performance

Performance across FCs was similar to that in Ex-
periment 1 (see Figure 5A). A within-subject 8 ! 8 (FC !
Consonant) ANOVA revealed a significant effect of FC,
F(7, 67.89) = 51.12, p < .001, and consonant, F(7, 74) =
96.29, p < .001, and a significant interaction, F(49, 246.05) =
8.2, p < .001. The best-fit function (R2 = .72) of the pro-
portion of visually correct responses as a function of FC

reached an asymptote at 17.4 c/f, a result again similar to
that of Experiment 1.

Gaze Behavior and Image Resolution
As shown in Figure 6A, when there was higher spatial

frequency content in the images (i.e., better image resolu-
tion), there was an increased tendency to focus on the mouth
and a decreased tendency to focus on the nose. Very little
time was spent with gaze on the eye region. Indeed, a within-
subject, one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of
FC for the mouth, F(2.11, 40.08) = 18.08, p < .001, and the
nose ROIs, F(2.74, 52.19) = 11.85, p < .001. The effect of FC
on the eye region did not reach significance, F(1.58, 30.00) =
3.27, p = .06.

Gaze Behavior: Individual Consonants
To explore if performance and gaze behavior differed

across consonants, the data from the unfiltered condition
was analyzed by consonant for speechreading performance
and for the percentage of time spent with gaze directed to
the mouth. Gaze behaviors toward the mouth (the dominant
ROI) were quite consistent across consonants, although par-
ticipants looked more frequently to /ada/ than to the other
consonants (84% vs. approximately 76%). A within-subject,
one-way ANOVA of consonant on the percentage of
time gazing at the mouth did not reach significance ROI,
F(7, 133) = 1.85, p = .08.

To verify if similar trends were observed when high
spatial frequency information was removed, the same anal-
ysis was also carried out for two filtered conditions, one
at an intermediate FC (10 c/f ) and the other at a low FC
(4 c/f ). In both conditions, there was a significant effect of
consonant on performance, F(3.17, 60.17) = 18.17, p < .001
and F(7, 133) = 15.98, p < .001 for 10 c/f and 4 c/f, respec-
tively, but no significant effect of consonant on the percentage
of time with gaze at the mouth ROI, 10 c/f: F(4.18, 79.49) =
1.38, p = .25; 4 c/f: F(7, 133) = 0.731, p = .64. Even in

Figure 5. (A) Mean (± SE ) proportion of visual correct responses (averaged across consonants) as a function of
frequency cutoff in the visual-only task in Experiment 2. (B) Mean (± SE ) proportion of auditory correct responses
(averaged across consonants) as a function of frequency cutoff for incongruent audiovisual stimuli in Experiment 3.
Dashed line represents the best-fit function (see text for details). Solid symbol corresponds to the unfiltered condition
(228 cycles/face).

Figure 4. Reproduction of the stimuli used in the study. Depiction of
the regions of interest used for the gaze analyses in Experiments 2
and 3.
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these filtered conditions, gaze behavior did not seem to be
influenced by the consonants.

Eye Gaze and Accuracy
To analyze the relationship between speechreading

performance and gaze strategy, the proportion of correct re-
sponses produced across participants and time spent gazing
at the mouth region for each subject was assessed for each
filter condition. A Pearson product–moment correlation
revealed nonsignificant correlation coefficients between the
mean percentage of time spent with gaze in the mouth ROI
and the mean proportion of correct responses (see Table 1,
Experiment 2). These results suggest that differences be-
tween proficient speechreaders and poor speechreaders are
not a function of their gaze behaviors toward the mouth.

Discussion
Performance on the visual-only task across FCs was

similar to that in Experiment 1, demonstrating again that
performance increases monotonically with spatial frequency.
In addition, fixations increasingly rested on the mouth as
higher spatial frequency information was provided. When vi-
sual resolution decreased, perceivers tended to spend less
time focused on the mouth and more time with gaze focused
centrally on the nose. It is interesting to note that, although
the stimulus utterances differed in their visual distinctiveness,

gaze behaviors toward the mouth (the dominant ROI) were
quite consistent across consonants. Note, however, that the
absence of a difference in gaze fixations for the different con-
sonants might be explained by the fact that consonants were
presented in a random order in the present study, therefore
potentially preventing participants from adopting a strategy
that would allow them to optimize the extraction of visual
information in each speech item. Moreover, fixation lengths
were averaged across trials. It is possible, therefore, that
differences between consonants could be found when exam-
ining the temporal gaze patterns within each stimulus
(Lansing & McConkie, 2003; Paré et al., 2003). Future anal-
yses will shed some light on this issue. Last, the time spent
gazing at the mouth region appeared to be unrelated to
speechreading accuracy.

Although previous studies have not looked directly at
the effects of visual manipulations on gaze behavior during
speechreading, useful comparisons can be drawn from
earlier research examining speech perception and gaze be-
havior. One topic that has been of considerable interest in
eye-tracking studies of speech perception is the extent to
which people gaze at the mouth. Gaze toward the mouth is
higher for tasks that require discrimination of the phonetics of
speech rather than the stress patterns (Lansing & McConkie,
1999) and is higher during sections of the trial when the talker
is speaking, compared with sections when the talker is silent
(Lansing & McConkie, 2003). In addition, the duration of
fixations to the mouth increases when the audio signal is
absent (Lansing & McConkie, 2003) and may increase with
higher auditory noise levels (Buchan et al., 2008). On the
basis of these findings, Lansing and McConkie (2003) sug-
gest that people fixate increasingly on the mouth when the
difficulty of the speech perception task is increased. The
findings from the current study, however, suggest that increas-
ing the difficulty of a speech perception task will not neces-
sarily lead to increased gaze toward the mouth. When the
task difficulty is manipulated through a degradation of
visual resolution, gaze to the mouth actually decreases rather
than increasing.

One potential explanation for the different gaze be-
havior observed as a function of spatial filtering is that
the visual degradation technique used in the present stimuli

Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficients between the mean
percentage of time spent with gaze in the mouth region of interest
to the mean proportion of correct responses in the visual-only
condition (Experiment 2) and to the proportion of identifications of
/aba/ in the incongruent audiovisual condition (Experiment 3), for
each frequency cutoff.

Cycles/face Experiment 2 Experiment 3

4.0 r = .21, p = .37 r = .17, p = 48
6.0 r = .09, p = .71 r = .11, p = .65
8.0 r = !.24, p = .30 r = .12, p = .60
10.0 r = !.13, p = .59 r = .23, p = .34
12.1 r = !.19, p = .42 r = .35, p = .13
14.1 r = !.06, p = .79 r = .35, p = .13
16.1 r = !0.5, p = .85 r = .24, p = .30
Unfiltered r = .01, p = .95 r = .30, p = .20

Figure 6. (A) Percentage of time (± SE ) spent with gaze directed
to each region of interest as a function of frequency cutoff in the
visual-only task of Experiment 2. (B) Average percentage time (± SE )
spent with gaze directed to each region of interest as a function of
frequency cutoff in the audiovisual task (congruent and incongruent
collapsed) of Experiment 3.
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produced a modulation of the visual saliency maps of the
image. Visual saliency is known to produce systematic changes
in participants’ gaze patterns (e.g., Enns & MacDonald,
2013; Itti & Koch, 2000; Latif, Gehmacher, Castelhano, &
Munhall, 2014; Parkhurst, Law, & Neibur, 2002), and thus
it is possible that the differences in the low-level properties
of the image caused by the spatial filtering led participants’
gaze to be drawn toward the mouth when the resolution was
good and toward different areas when it was poor.

Another likely explanation for the decrease in gaze
toward the mouth when the resolution is low is that per-
ceivers do not gain as much information by fixating on that
region. When the image is clear, the details of tongue and
lip movement can be more clearly perceived by placing the
mouth on the fovea. When the resolution is degraded, how-
ever, participants can gain the same amount of information
from more peripheral areas of their retina. Furthermore,
by keeping the eyes stationary at a central region, they can
keep both the eyes and the mouth as close as possible to
central vision and minimize the cost of saccadic planning
and integration across saccades, allowing them to extract
more temporal information from the visual image (Buchan
et al., 2007).

It would seem, therefore, that people gaze toward the
lips when there is more information to be gained in doing
so. It is surprising, however, that our results provide no evi-
dence that looking at the mouth actually benefits perfor-
mance. There was no correlation found between a person’s
speechreading accuracy and the extent to which a person
fixated on the mouth. These results are consistent with
Lansing and McConkie (2003), who found no improvement
in speechreading as people directed their gaze at the mouth,
and with Paré et al. (2003), who found no difference in
perception of the McGurk effect when people were instructed
to fixate on the eyes compared with the mouth.

The results therefore challenge the hypothesis that
better speechreaders use a more effective gaze strategy,
fixating on regions of the face that offer greater benefit
from the high definition provided by high spatial frequen-
cies. Thus, there must be another explanation for the find-
ings in Experiment 1 showing that good speechreaders
benefit more from high-frequency spatial information than
do bad speechreaders. One possibility is that better speech-
readers have a low-level visual processing ability that enables
them to extract more information from the visual image,
independent of where they are looking on the face, such as
a superior processing speed capacity or a better capacity
to encode speech elements from details (Auer & Bernstein,
1997; Feld & Sommers, 2009; Gagné et al., 2011).

Gaze toward the eyes in this experiment was extremely
low. This might seem quite surprising given that some speech
perception studies have shown gaze to the eyes to represent
as much as 45% to 70% of fixations (Vatikiotis-Bateson
et al., 1998). One reason for the different outcomes in
Vatikiotis-Bateson et al. (1998) and the present study is
that Vatikiotis-Bateson et al. used a larger ROI for the eyes
than the ROI defined here. However, other factors might
explain the reduced fixations to the eyes in the present

study. First, gaze behavior was only examined during speech
periods. Lansing and McConkie (2003) found that gaze to-
ward the eyes was higher for nonspeech periods in the trial.
Another factor is the limited duration of the stimuli we used.
In another study using VCV stimuli that were similar to
the stimuli used in this study (Paré et al., 2003), the propor-
tion of fixations toward the eyes was also quite low (11%).
It seems likely that during the extended monologues in
the study by Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., participants looked
toward the eye regions for social reasons, whereas during
the more limited time frame of the short VCV stimuli they
do not have as much incentive to gaze toward the eyes
(see also Saalasti et al., 2012).

In summary, the results of Experiment 2 suggest that
people show a tendency to focus on the mouth during a
silent speechreading task, especially when the image con-
tains high spatial frequency information. This tendency
does not appear to be related to a gain in performance, nor
does it seem to be related to the consonant. In Experiment 3,
we explore if the same trends hold true for audiovisual
perception of McGurk stimuli.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 explores if spatial frequency filtering

affects eye movements for an audiovisual speech perception
task, examining gaze behavior during the audiovisual
McGurk task used in Experiment 1. In this experiment, we
also assessed the relationship between performance and
gaze behavior by examining if there was a correlation be-
tween the occurrence of the McGurk effect and time spent
with eye gaze at the mouth ROI.

Method
Participants

Twenty new participants were tested (13 women,
seven men; M age = 19.8; SD = 1.4). All participants were
fluent speakers of English with no known hearing, speech,
or language disorders and normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.

Eye-Tracking Equipment
The eye-tracking equipment and procedures were the

same as in Experiment 2.

Design
The same stimuli from the audiovisual task in Experi-

ment 1 were presented. The 120 distinct stimuli (eight audio-
visually congruent and seven audiovisually incongruent
in eight FCs) were presented three times in separate blocks.

Procedure
Participants were shown three practice clips of con-

gruent stimuli (/aba/, /aga/, /ava/). They were instructed to
watch the screen during the trial and then make a key press
corresponding to the consonant they heard. A short rest
period was provided between each block.
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Results
Performance

The results were similar to those in Experiment 1 (see
Figure 5B). Identification of the auditory target was almost
perfect for congruent stimuli across all filter conditions.
Neither the main effects of FC, consonant, nor the interaction
were significant. For the incongruent stimuli, increasing
FC led to decreased identification of the auditory target
(/aba/, increased McGurk effect). Again, this pattern
was observed for all consonants except for /aɹa/, which
was excluded from the analyses. The main effect of FC,
F(1.7, 32.45) = 62.88, p < .001, was significant with McGurk
reports decreasing as filtering severity increased, and so was
the interaction of FC ! Consonant, F(9.8, 186.38) = 3.15,
p = .006, with some consonants being more affected by
spatial filtering than others. When /aɹa/ was included in the
analyses, the main effect of consonant was also significant,
F(2.28, 43.34) = 41.88, p < .001, as participants consistently
reported the auditorily specified consonant across filters.
In a similar manner to Experiment 1, the best-fit function
(R2 = .43) of the proportion of correct reports to the audi-
tory consonant as a function of FC reached an asymptote
at 9.8 c/f.

Gaze Behavior and Visual Resolution
Gaze behavior was studied to determine if increasing

the spatial resolution of the image would cause participants
to increasingly focus on the mouth, nose, and eyes during
an audiovisual speech perception task. We initially com-
pared whether different gaze behavior was observed in the
congruent and incongruent conditions as a function of FC
in each ROI. Within-subject 8 ! 2 (FC ! Congruency)
ANOVA calculations for each ROI showed main effects
of congruency in the mouth ROI only, F(1, 19) = 7.34,
p = .014, with participants in the incongruent condition
looking for slightly longer periods of time to the mouth
region. Because no interaction was found between Con-
gruency ! FC (p = .31), the data for the congruent and
incongruent trials were averaged to study how eye behavior
changed as a function of FC.

As in Experiment 2, participants spent the majority
of their time focused on the mouth and nose regions. When
the visual resolution improved, there was an increased
tendency to focus on the mouth and eyes and a decreased
tendency to focus on the nose. These results are summa-
rized in Figure 6B, which displays the percentage of time in
each ROI as a function of filter level.

A within-subject, one-way ANOVA was conducted
for each ROI to analyze the effect of filtering on the per-
centage of time spent in each ROI. A significant effect of
filter was found for every ROI, eyes: F(1.71, 32.40) = 10.66,
p = .001; nose: F(2.79, 52.96) = 8.02, p < .001; mouth:
F(1.96, 37.39) = 22.69, p < .001, with participants looking
more at the eye and mouth regions (and less at the nose)
as the resolution increased. With poor spatial resolution,
participants tended to focus centrally on the nose or regions
of the face outside the ROIs. Across the filter conditions,

participants spent on average between 29% and 59% of
their time with gaze outside the ROIs. The majority of these
fixations fell on the face, with time outside the face region
corresponding to only 4% to 8% of gaze.

Gaze Behavior: Individual Consonants
To explore if McGurk effect and gaze behavior dif-

fered across consonants, data from the unfiltered condition
were analyzed by consonant for auditorily correct responses
and for the percentage of time spent with gaze directed to
the mouth. The proportion of correct responses did not vary
across the consonants as shown by a within-subject one-way
ANOVA, F(3.07, 58.43) = 2.04, p = .17, nor did gaze fixa-
tions at the mouth (the dominant ROI), F(5, 95) = 0.72,
p = .62.

The same analysis was also carried out for filtered
conditions with FCs of 4 c/f and 10 c/f to evaluate if similar
findings held true across the filter conditions. There was
no significant effect of consonant on the McGurk effect,
either with a FC of 10 c/f, F(3.27, 64.71) = 1.64, p = .18, or
with a FC of 4 c/f, F(3.72, 74.33) = 2.05, p = .10. In both
conditions, there was no significant effect of consonant
on the percentage of time with gaze at the mouth ROI,
F(5, 100) = 1.00, p = .42 for 10 c/f and F(5, 100) = 0.10,
p = .42 for 4 c/f. Again, these results suggest that gaze be-
havior does not vary for different consonants. When /aɹa/
was included in the analyses, the ANOVA that tested the
proportion of auditorily correct responses across the con-
sonants revealed significant differences in the unfiltered
condition, F(3.54, 67.36) = 27.96, p < .001, and in FC of
10 c/f, F(3.68, 73.64) = 30.1, p < .001. All the other effects
remained nonsignificant.

Eye Gaze and the McGurk Effect
To test the relationship between McGurk effect and

time fixated on the mouth, a Pearson product–moment cor-
relation was conducted, comparing the percentage of time
spent with gaze in the mouth ROI with the proportion of
identifications of /aba/ in the unfiltered incongruent audio-
visual condition. Nonsignificant correlation coefficients
were found for all seven FCs and the unfiltered conditions
(see Table 1, Experiment 3)—that is, the percentage of time
spent with gaze at the mouth was very similar regardless
of whether participants perceived the McGurk effect. This
suggests that individual differences in the McGurk effect are
not due to differences in gaze strategies (Paré et al., 2003).

Comparison of Results of Experiments 2 and 3
To explore if the audiovisual task in Experiment 3 led

to different gaze behavior than the visual-only task in Ex-
periment 2, findings from the two studies were contrasted.
Gaze behaviors across FCs within each ROI were similar in
Experiments 2 and 3. In both experiments, there was a
higher percentage of time spent looking at the mouth and a
lower percentage of time spent looking at the nose and
outside the ROIs as the video resolution increased. Despite
these similarities, however, the average amount of time
spent in each ROI differed substantially between experiments.
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A split-plot ANOVA with ROI and filter as within-
participant factors and experiment (audiovisual, visual-
only) as a between-participants factor revealed a significant
interaction of ROI ! Experiment, F(1.31, 49.95) = 20.80,
p < .001. The interaction FC ! Experiment was not signifi-
cant, F(3.03, 115.32) = 1.15, p = .33. A series of two-sample
separate variance t tests (corrected with Holm–Bonferroni)
comparing the percentage of time spent in each ROI in
Experiments 2 and 3 revealed significant differences be-
tween the two experiments for every ROI (eyes: t = !3.63,
p = .002; nose: t = 2.88, p = .007; mouth: t = 4.69, p < .001).
These results suggest that when performing a visual-only
task, participants spend more time focused on the mouth,
whereas for an audiovisual task, participants spend more
time with their gaze focused on other regions of the face.

Discussion
As in Experiment 1, the McGurk effect increased

when higher spatial frequency information was available,
but the size of the effect reached an asymptote at moderate
levels of spatial FCs. The trends observed in eye move-
ments toward the mouth in Experiment 3 were similar to
those in Experiment 2—that is, when higher spatial frequency
information was provided, gaze was increasingly directed
toward the mouth regions and less time was spent with gaze
fixated on the nose or outside the features of the face. Gaze
toward the eyes also increased with the available high spatial
frequency information in the image.

Although the trends across filter conditions were sim-
ilar for Experiments 2 and 3, the proportion of time spent
fixated on the mouth was considerably higher for the silent
speechreading task in Experiment 2 than for the audio-
visual McGurk task of Experiment 3. Gaze toward the eyes
ROI, in contrast, was significantly higher in Experiment 3.
This replicates Lansing and McConkie’s (2003) finding of
increased mouth fixations for a silent speech perception
task compared with an audiovisual task, a finding that they
interpreted as suggesting that people gaze toward the mouth
when the (auditory) speech perception becomes more diffi-
cult and requires more visual information.

Another possible interpretation for the results is that
perceivers may use different gaze strategies because the pro-
cesses involved in extracting visual speech information in
the presence of sound are different from the processes in-
volved in silent speechreading (Cienkowski & Carney, 2002;
MacLeod & Summerfield, 1990; Munhall & Vatikiotis-
Bateson, 2004)—that is, it may be that the perception of
visual-only speech is not simply more difficult than the per-
ception of visual cues in audiovisual speech, but also dif-
fers in other ways. For example, the observed differences
could be due to the fact that the extraction of speech in-
formation in complete silence (i.e., visual-only condition)
is an unusual and unnatural task for most people.

The unnatural characteristics of visual-only speech-
reading may also mean that the conventional habits that we
have developed for audiovisual speech perception need not
apply. During face-to-face communication, gaze toward the

face is not simply for comprehension of the spoken utter-
ances, but also serves a number of social purposes. For exam-
ple, through gaze, listeners display their interest in and their
reactions to the conversation topic, show their relationship
with the talker (degree of intimacy), show their emotional
state, and give cues to the talker about when conversational
turn-taking should take place (Mirenda, Donnellan, &
Yoder, 1983). In most communication settings, the social
cues that the perceiver relays through his or her gaze behav-
ior may be more important than the extraction of visual
speech information. On the other hand, during (silent)
visual-only speech perception, perceivers might increasingly
look toward the mouth because they are no longer con-
strained by social gaze requirements, and the social cues
become secondary to the main task—that is, understanding
speech.

As in Experiment 2, the results of Experiment 3 do
not show any correlation between mouth fixations and
visual speech perception as evidenced by the lack of asso-
ciation between gaze to the mouth and the McGurk effect
(see also Paré et al., 2003). Also, there were no significant
differences in gaze behavior across consonants, which sug-
gests that the focus of perceivers is not necessarily driven by
how visually informative the stimulus is. Again, perceivers
look to the mouth when there is no benefit to doing so from
a speech standpoint. It is likely that perceivers are gleaning
information from the mouth through their peripheral vision
and that increased gaze to this region is a result of eye
movements correlated with attention.

General Conclusions
The data from these studies document the impact of

visual resolution on audiovisual and visual speech percep-
tion. The results suggest that there is a difference between
the use of high spatial frequency information in visual-only
and audiovisual speech processing. It is significant that
the results provide evidence of a relationship between speech-
reading ability and the benefit from high-resolution visual
information. Such high spatial frequency information does
not modify the perception of the McGurk effect, however.
Last, speechreading ability is not correlated to the perception
of the McGurk effect.

The data suggest that, for some individuals, the fine
facial detail information found in the higher frequency
range of the image is necessary in order to achieve optimal
performance in a visual-only task. Although individuals
on average modified their gaze for visual-only speech, with
more fixations on the mouth region than for the McGurk
effect, the location of gaze did not correlate with individual
differences in either visual-only speech intelligibility or
the susceptibility to the McGurk effect. This suggests that
the interindividual differences in visual-only speech intel-
ligibility do not stem from different gaze strategies adopted
by participants.

It is puzzling that the better performers on visual-only
perception did not show more mouth fixations because
Experiment 1 showed that the best speechreaders could use
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high spatial frequency information to their advantage.
There are a number of possible explanations for this. The
first possibility is simply sample size. Our first experiment
had a large number of subjects, an important feature
for individual difference studies. The eye-tracking study,
on the other hand, had a sample size about a third of
the size of Experiment 1 and thus may not have sampled
enough good speechreaders.

Another possible account is that our eye-tracking
measures are not sensitive to subtle differences in the timing
of gaze. Almost all of the research on gaze in visual speech,
including this study, has taken measures that do not take
into account the dynamics of fixations during a trial. Most
studies of speech perception and eye movements have fo-
cused on average position of gaze or on location of fixation
at selected moments in time. Fixations occur in sequence
at different locations across the face. Although the visual
information from the face is distributed spatially and tem-
porally, the exact sequence of fixations and their locations
may make a difference. The scan paths (i.e., sequences of
fixations) may account for some of the variance in visual
speech identification. It might be that gaze must be focused
at just the right moment on the mouth or, alternately, that
many “moments” over the course of a gesture are sufficient
to infer the dynamics of oral movement. This will require
future research.

The variance observed between different aspects of
visual speech perception and audiovisual speech perception
is still a profound problem for researchers (e.g., Strand
et al., 2014). These individual differences are crucial issues
for clinical science (Åsberg Johnels, Gillberg, Falck-Ytter,
& Miniscalco, 2014; Dickinson & Taylor, 2011), and contin-
ued large studies are an essential ingredient of a resolution
to such problems.

In terms of spatial filtering, we found that as the im-
age resolution decreased, observers tended to gaze less at
the mouth and eyes and more at central regions in both per-
ception tasks. Although in some clinical populations, such
as patients with central scotomas, there are beneficial inter-
ventions to train individuals to place visual information
in certain retinal positions (e.g., Nilsson, Frennesson, &
Nilsson, 1998; Wilson et al., 2008), it appears that gaze train-
ing would have limited impact on speechreading or audio-
visual speech perception in a broad population. Our study
and findings by others (e.g., Paré et al., 2003) show that
fixation location on the face does not predict performance.
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